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Amazonia Pet Care is the latest line of natural pet care products created by 
Procão, a brazilian company founded in 2007. With an incredible backdrop of 
natural beauty that is the amazonian rainforest, we have done our best to 
have a complete understanding of the rainforest’s biodiversity so we can 
duplicate it’s smells, textures and soothing elements best suited for our 
products. Amazonia Pet Care was created to provide a pleasant sensory 
experience for you and your pet. 
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ENJOY THE BEST NATURE HAS TO OFFER YOU AND 
YOUR PET.
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A country that breathes innovation and acts as the lungs of the world, the Amazonian rainforest is the largest cradle 
of biodiversity on the planet. We have combined the benefits from natural Brazilian ingredients, absorbing the 
Amazonian essence without harming it. 

Amazônia Pet Care uses these abundant gifts of the rainforest to bring together a wealth of beauty and natural 
ingredients from it’s flora and fauna. Ingredients such as Açaí Berry, Pitanga (Brazilian Cherry), Coconut, Aloe Vera, and 
Passion Fruit. Fruits, leaves, seeds, and bioactives with unique properties, moisturizers, emollients and antioxidants, 
that nourish, protect, regenerate and soothe skin. Combinations of these natural ingredients are used in our unique 
blends of shampoos, conditioners and other pet grooming products used to bathe and condition your pet’s coat, 
keeping them soft and luxurious, nourished and smelling unbelievable.
 
Additionally, we have engineered natural bioactive products to help combat insects, shedding, itching and other things 
you want to shield your pet from. Our products will transform the bathing process into a shared experience of 
sensations, promoting affection, caring, and strengthening bonds. 

At Amazônia Pet Care, nature is a source of solace, inspiration, adventure, and delight. Experience the new and natural! 
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Idesam (Institute for Conservation and Sustainable Development of the Amazon) is a non-profit, non-governmental 
organization based in Manaus in the heart of the Amazon. The Amazon Rainforest, as well as all the natural resources 
on the planet, are at risk and we are obligated to assist in their conservation. With 15 years of experience, Idesam works 
to promote the sustainable use of natural resources in the Amazon and seek alternatives for environmental conserva-
tion, social development and mitigation of climate change.

Idesam's financial resources are obtained through public notices, donations and research contracts. Our partnership 
consists in the voluntary donation of 1% of net sales from Amazonia Pet Care products worldwide.
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Brazil contains one of the most biodiverse natural environments on the planet with a wide variety of plants and 
animals that contribute to its awe-inspiring hub of naturally occurring ingredients that can soothe and heal a wide 
variety of ailments.

Fueling our passion for innovation, we’ve captured many of the amazonian rainforest’s beneficial properties while 
ensuring the preservation of this beautiful environment.

The pitanga, or Eugenia Uniflora, found in the Amazon Rainforests of Brazil  provides hydration, controls 
oil, strengthens, regenerates and rejuvenates the coat. Pitanga extract contains the essential nutrients 
for coat health, vitamins A, B1, B2, B3 and C, minerals and proteins. Pitanga offers deep cleansing 
properties without harming the coat.

BRAZILIAN PITANGA

Guarana is a fruit found in the Amazon and much appreciated for it’s stimulating effects. It has Vitamin 
A, Vitamin E, Vitamin B1, Vitamin B3, Vitamin PP and minerals such as calcium, magnesium, iron, 
potassium, and phosphorus, as well as tannins, which give astringent properties.

GUARANÁ

Açaí (Euterpe Olerace) is found in the Amazon Rainforests of Brazil. Açaí is rich in fatty acids, 
carbohydrates, proteins, vitamins B1 and B2, minerals, flavonoids and antioxidants that promote the 
overall health of the coat and provide conditioning to dry and opaque hair. With a high concentration of 
anthocyanin – type antioxidants, the açaí is a strong ally of longevity, combating aging and promoting 
hydration and reversing the damages caused by sun exposure.

BRAZILIAN AÇAÍ

Brazil is the world leader in the production of passion fruit, where the most cultivated species are the 
yellow passion fruit (Passiflora edulis f. Flavicarpa), purple passion fruit (Passiflora edulis) and sweet 
passion fruit (Passiflora alata). Passion Fruit seed oil has antioxidants, anti-inflammatory & 
moisturizing properties that fight dandruff.

PASSION FRUIT

The Cupuaçu tree (Theobroma Grandiflorum) is native to the Amazon Rainforest. The glycolic extract 
from the Cupuaçu provides moisture to dry coats and acts as a natural sunscreen for the coat and skin, 
protecting it from UVA and UVB rays and preventing aging and degeneration.

CUPUAÇU
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The bright Pitanga or Brazilian Cherry that grows in the Amazon 
Rainforest is know for it’s anti-inflammatory properties and natural 
occurring nutrients such as vitamins A, C, B complex, calcium and iron.  
Pitanga Shampoo provides anti oxidants and helps protect against UV 
and skin damage all while controlling shedding. 
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COAT NUTRITION 
OIL AND SHED CONTROL
REVITALIZING

Tearless - Paraben Free - Dye Free 

Açaí shampoo provides moisture and nourishment to dry, damaged and 
dull coats with an antioxidant formula powered by nature. A berry 
native to the Amazon Rainforest, Açaí deep cleans and detoxifies 
leaving behind healthy skin and a coat that shines. Formulated with 
vitamins B1, B2, B3, C and E to restore natural oils and strengthen your 
pet's coat from root to tip. 
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Tearless - Paraben Free - Dye Free 
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ANTI COAT AGING 
INTENSE SHINE
NOURISHING

16.9 fl. Oz / 500 ml x 12 ea - UPC 1085514900784-0

16.9 fl. Oz / 500 ml x 12 ea - UPC 1085514900781-9



Give your pet's skin the nutrients it needs to create a shield against sun 
damage with our Cupuaçu Shampoo. A wonder of the Amazon 
Rainforest, Cupuaçu, or Brazilian Cocoa, is rich in Vitamins B1, B2, B3, A 
and C, fatty and amino acids and 9 antioxidants. Specially formulated to 
combat dry skin and coats through an infusion of moisture straight 
from nature. 
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ENHANCES THE SKIN LIPID BARRIER
ACTS AS A
NATURAL SUNSCREEN

Tearless - Paraben Free - Dye Free 

Passion Fruit Shampoo features soothing aromas to relax both you and 
your pet, making bath time enjoyable for everyone. Cleanse, refresh and 
moisturize your pet's coat with natural oil straight from the Amazon 
Rainforest. Nourishing vitamins, antioxidants and flavonoids control 
dryness and lock in moisture to reduce dander and soften coat. 
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Tearless - Paraben Free - Dye Free 

SOOTHING
DANDER REDUCING
RELAXING
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16.9 fl. Oz / 500 ml x 12 ea - UPC 1085514900786-4

16.9 fl. Oz / 500 ml x 12 ea - UPC 1085514900782-6



Formulated with natural coconut oils, nutrition packed fatty acids and 
skin soothing vitamin E, our Coconut Shampoo transforms your dog's 
coat from the inside out. Take your dog's coat from dry and flakey to 
soft and completely moisturized with the power of Coconut from the 
Amazon Rainforest. 
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LEAVES COAT SOFT
AND HYDRATED
DEEPLY NOURISHING

Tearless - Paraben Free - Dye Free 

Splish splash, your pet gets an instant bath... without the water, thanks 
to our Dry Bath Shampoo that leaves them smelling pretty. For those 
moments when your pet gets a little dirty or smelly and there's no time 
or place to bathe, this dry shampoo uses a plant-derived cleaning agent 
to soak up dirt, dander and other yucky things. The result is soft, cuddly 
fur that's almost fresh from the groomer clean. 
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No rinse required

AMAZONIA LINE - SHAMPOOS - SPECIAL CARE9

DEODORIZES
PROMOTES DEEP CLEANING
MOISTURES

16.9 fl. Oz / 500 ml x 12 ea - UPC 1085514900783-3

16.9 fl. Oz / 500 ml x 12 ea - UPC 1081002351004-5
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Made with a blend of natural essential oils, this shampoo provides 
natural and effective flea and tick repellent. This formula is also rich in 
vitamins and offers exceptional cleaning and conditioning for your pet's 
coat. Fleas, Ticks and other parasites beware. This herbal blend 
contains natural parasite inhibitors. Sweet almond oil provides a 
pleasant scent and adds softness and shine to your pet's coat. 
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DEEP CLEANSER
COAT CONDITIONER
NATURAL REPELLENT

Paraben Free - Dye Free 

Developed exclusively for dogs and cats with sensitive skin, our Aloe 
Vera Dogs and Cats Shampoo is made with one of the most naturally 
moisturizing healing agents in the world. Bath time becomes a 
refreshing experience with this Aloe Vera Dogs and Cats Shampoo 
specially formulated to detangle your dog's coat while providing 
rejuvenating properties for healthier skin. Aloe Vera provides soothing 
protection while Vitamins A, B1, B2, B3 and B6 provide overall 
nourishment. 
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Tearless - Paraben Free - Dye Free 
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SHAMPOO FOR DOGS AND CATS
REGENERATES
NATURAL ITCH RELIEF

16.9 fl. Oz / 500 ml x 12 ea - UPC 1085514900787-1

16.9 fl. Oz / 500 ml x 12 ea - UPC 1081002351014-4
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NATURAL FLEA 
& TICK REPELLENT
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Citro Protect Natural Repellant offers natural protection from fleas and 
ticks without harsh chemicals, using one of Nature's most well known 
shields, Citronella. 

Citronella, an aromatherapy go-to with a fresh scent, is combined with 
Vitamin E to provide a number of other practical uses, antibacterial, 
anti-inflammatory, antiseptic and fungicide properties. Powerful 
Protection with a gentle approach. 
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Gentle Shampoo is the one-size-cleans-all solution for dogs and 
cats of all breeds and coat types. Sweet Almond Oil offers gentle 
moisture and emollients for soft, fluffy coats that shine, all while 
being hypoallergenic! 
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SOOTHING 
FOR ALL COAT TYPES
HYPOALLERGENIC 

Tearless - Paraben Free - Dye Free 

Tearless - Paraben Free - Dye Free 

Restore brightness and shine to your pet's coat with our White Coat 
Shampoo made exclusively for light colored coats. Sweet Almond Oil 
provides natural softness and moisture while an anti-yellowing agent 
works to reverse oxidation and brighten yellowing caused by sunlight. 
Restores your pet's coat to it's natural shiny color. 
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16.9 fl. Oz / 500 ml x 12 ea - UPC 1085514900790-1

16.9 fl. Oz / 500 ml x 12 ea - UPC 1085514900794-9

FOR BRIGHTER
AND WHITER COATS
WHITENING
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Our Oatmeal Shampoo provides gentle cleaning for your pet's dry itchy 
skin. Oatmeal extracts provide deep cleaning by removing excess 
dander and oil while soothing and moisturizing troubled skin, leaving 
behind a healthy coat that shines. Best for dogs 6 months and older 
with sensitive skin.
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SOOTHES SENSITIVE SKIN
CLEANS & MOISTURIZES
WITHOUT IRRITATING THE SKIN

Tearless - Paraben Free - Dye Free 

Odor Control Shampoo gets to work capturing and neutralizing 
unpleasant odors. Neutralizing agents work deep in your pet's coat to 
capture bad odor particles. Glycerine, a natural humectant that retains 
moisture, removes dirt and leaves behind a soft and healthy coat. 
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REMOVES DIFFICULT
ODORS AND DIRT
ODOR ELIMINATING FORMULA

16.9 fl. Oz / 500 ml x 12 ea - UPC 1085514900792-5

Tearless - Paraben Free - Dye Free 
16.9 fl. Oz / 500 ml x 12 ea - UPC 1085514900793-2

SPECIAL CARE - SHAMPOOS15



Tearless - Paraben Free - Dye Free 

Since most cats hate baths, this Cat Bath Shampoo was created to act 
fast while being gentle enough for your cat's sensitive skin. With extra 
soft ingredients that are natural sources of Omega 3 and 6, saturated 
and unsaturated fatty acids, and antioxidants, it's a gentle yet effective 
formula. Made to act as a humectant, it can leave your cat's coat so 
moisturized they may not even mind the bath (as much) next time.
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SOFT AND 
SHINY COAT
HAIRBALL CONTROL
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16.9 fl. Oz / 500 ml x 12 ea - UPC 1081002351001-4

CAT LINE - SHAMPOOS 16
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The Pitanga, also known as the  Brazilian Cherry, is the star of the 
show in our Pitanga Conditioner for it's ability to soothe your pet's 
skin and soften their coat. Developed for all dog and cat breeds. 
Vitamins A, C and B complex provide the foundation for skin to feel 
more moisturized resulting in a soft, shimmery coat that is easy to 
brush. A UV shield helps to further protect your pet's coat at the 
cellular level. 
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MOISTURE & NUTRITION 
REVITALIZATION
COAT DETANGLER

Paraben Free - Dye Free 

Tearless - Paraben Free - Dye Free 

Soft, cuddly fur for all the dogs and cats in your household is now easy 
to achieve with our Açaí Conditioner, developed to detangle and 
revitalize any coat. ln a conditioning form, Açaí is a wonderful berry 
from the Amazon Rainforest. Great for detangling while also 
detoxifying with natural antioxidants. Moisturize and revitalize with 
vitamins B1 and B2. Proteins, fibers and lipids help fortify your pet's coat 
and lock in a beautiful shine. 

DETANGLES
MOISTURIZES
REVITALIZES
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16.9 fl. Oz / 500 ml x 12 ea - UPC 1081002351010-6

16.9 fl. Oz / 500 ml x 12 ea - UPC 1081002351011-3
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16.9 fl. Oz / 500 ml x 12 ea - UPC 1081002351012-0

16.9 fl. Oz / 500 ml x 12 ea - UPC 1081002351014-4

Help reduce your pet’s shedding and revitalize their skin and coat with 
Oatmeal Conditioner! Along with emollient properties for a softer skin 
and coat, oatmeal is a natural moisturizer that stops shedding, dryness 
and itching in their tracks. Promotes healthy coat growth and an added 
layer of shine thanks to Amazon Rainforest Natural Essential Oils. Get 
professional results at home! 
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DETANGLER
MOISTURIZES
SHED CONTROL

Paraben Free - Dye Free 

Clean and soften your dog’s dirty and dry coat with our Aloe Vera 
Conditioner. Encourages regeneration of dry skin and adds moisture to 
not into dull fur to get your pet looking their healthiest with vitamins A, 
B1, B2, B3 and B6, minerals and amino acids. Emollient properties also 
promote a silky, tangle free coat. 
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Paraben Free - Dye Free 

DETANGLER
MOISTURIZES
REGENERATES
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lnspired by nature to refresh your pet, 
our Pitanga Pet Spray features woody 
notes and hints of citrus to create a 
scent as special as your pet. 
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That just-out-of-the-waterfall scent is 
here with our Açaí Pet Spray. lnspired 
by the great outdoors with citrus top 
notes balanced by woody base notes, 
it's a refreshing change of pace.
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4 fl. Oz / 120ml x 24 ea - UPC 1081002351008-3 4 fl. Oz / 120ml x 24 ea - UPC 1081002351007-6

20PET SPRAYS
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Learning to go potty outside can be confusing and stressful for your 
dog. Take away the guesswork with POTTY TRAINING GO. lt's natural 
scent is formulated to encourage your pet to go in a designated spot 
and can shorten potty training time. 
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TRAIN YOUR PET
WHERE TO POTTY

Indoor or Outdoor
Shortens House Training Time
Potty Attractant

Indoor or Outdoor
Repels
Shortens House Training Time
Potty Deterrent

Adjusting to a new home can be stressful for a dog. Take away some of 
that stress with our natural POTTY TRAINING STOP that helps them to 
learn where NOT to potty. Reduce accidents and shorten potty training 
time in the process. AII without harsh chemicals and expensive trainers 
so you can stress less too! 

TRAIN YOUR PET
WHERE NOT TO POTTY
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16.9 fl. Oz / 500 ml x 12 ea - UPC 1081002351005-2

16.9 fl. Oz / 500 ml x 12 ea - UPC 1081002351009-0

CLEAN UP LINE 22
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Messes become easy to manage with this liquid absorbing gel. Naturally neutralizes odors and turns any liquid it's 
poured on into a dry powder that can easily be vacuumed up. Cleaning up your pet's messes has never been so easy! 

- FAST ACTING

CLEAN-UP LINE23
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Cracked skin is no fun, especially when it’s on your pet’s nose or feet. Amazônia Pet 
Care Balm for Paws and Nose comes to the rescue!

With natural oils from the Amazon Rainforest, your pet can start healing with 
soothing moisture and a protective layer that can help prevent further dryness and 
cracking.

PAWS NOSES

SOOTHING & HEALING NATURAL EMOLLIENTS 
SKIN ELASTICITY
MOISTURIZING

����
for paws and nose

Brazilian Carnauba Wax

Beeswax 
Karite Butter
Murumuru Butter 

1.1 fl. Oz. / 30g x 12 ea - UPC 1081002351016-8

TREATMENT LINE25
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DESCRIPTION:  AÇAÍ SHAMPOO
AMAZÔNIA PET CARE

PART #: 4790
DESCRIPTION:  PITANGA (BRAZILIAN
CHERRY) PET SHAMPOO AMAZÔNIA
PET CARE

PART #: 4758

DESCRIPTION:  CUPUAÇU PET
SHAMPOO AMAZÔNIA PET CARE

PART #: 4757
DESCRIPTION:  COCONUT PET SHAMPOO
AMAZÔNIA PET CARE

PART #: 4759

DESCRIPTION:  PASSION FRUIT PET
SHAMPOO AMAZÔNIA PET CARE

PART #: 4756
DESCRIPTION:  WATERLESS DRY BATH
SHAMPOO AMAZÔNIA PET CARE

PART #: 4780

DESCRIPTION:  HERBAL PROTECTION
PET SHAMPOO AMAZÔNIA PET CARE

PART #: 4764
DESCRIPTION:  ALOE VERA DOG & CAT
SHAMPOO AMAZÔNIA PET CARE

PART #: 4763

DESCRIPTION:  OATMEAL PET SHAMPOO
AMAZÔNIA PET CARE

PART #: 4755
DESCRIPTION:  ODOR CONTROL PET
SHAMPOO AMAZÔNIA PET CARE

PART #: 4779

DESCRIPTION:  GENTLE CARE PET
SHAMPOO AMAZÔNIA PET CARE

PART #: 4775
DESCRIPTION:  WHITE COAT PET 
SHAMPOO AMAZÔNIA PET CARE

PART #: 4774
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DESCRIPTION:  CAT BATH SHAMPOO
AMAZÔNIA PET CARE

PART #: 4773
DESCRIPTION:  AÇAÍ BERRY PET 
CONDITIONER AMAZÔNIA PET CARE

PART #: 4766

DESCRIPTION:  PITANGA (BRAZILIAN
CHERRY) PET CONDITIONER
AMAZÔNIA PET CARE

PART #: 4767
DESCRIPTION:  ALOE VERA (DOG & CAT)
CONDITIONER AMAZÔNIA PET CARE

PART #: 4768

DESCRIPTION:  OATMEAL PET 
CONDITIONER AMAZÔNIA PET CARE

PART #: 4769
DESCRIPTION:  PET SPRAY AÇAÍ 
BERRY AMAZONIA PET CARE

PART #: 4778

DESCRIPTION: PET SPRAY
PITANGA (BRAZILIAN CHERRY)
AMAZÔNIA PET CARE

PART #: 4777
DESCRIPTION:  POTTY TRAINING 
GO AMAZÔNIA PET CARE

PART #: 4784

DESCRIPTION:  POTTY TRAINING
STOP AMAZÔNIA PET CARE

PART #: 4783
DESCRIPTION:  BALM FOR PAWS 
& NOSE AMAZÔNIA PET CARE

PART #: 4781

DESCRIPTION: SOS URINE ABSORBENT
AGENT AMAZÔNIA PET CARE

PART #: 4782
DESCRIPTION:  CITRO PROTECT
REPELLENT AMAZÔNIA PET CARE

PART #: 4733
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